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By LLOYD COVENS
alternates that would make up the
Only hours before Sen. George state's delegation. Among the
McGovern received his hard McGovern delegates were: Don
earned nomination~ he sat on the Martinez, 18, a UNM freshman;
steps of his headquarters at the Brenda Rendon, 30, a UNM grad
Dora1 hotel and patiently student; and Robert Sena, 26, a
answered question$ from a large UNM law student. Another UNM
contingent of young people grad student, Frank Fine,
wanting to know if he had attended the convention as a
changed his stance on Indo·China. McGovern alternate. All four had
rn that session, McGovern not been instrumental in winning the
only informed them that he had June 6th primary for McGovern,
not changed his stance, but but none were members of the
further re-affirmed that he established political power
intended to keep the lines of structure in the state, a
communication open to them and pre-requisite that in the past had
all segments of society no matter largely determined who would sit
how powedess they were.
on the convention floor.
To the millions of alienated
On Sunday evening, July 9, the
Americans who had witnessed the New Mexico delegation held a
debacle of 1968, McGovern's caucas of its entire delegation.
nomination represented the They heard many persons who
beginning of a new era, a time had come before them to argue
when all Americans could once their side on many of the issues
again assert their views on which that were to come before the
direction thi$ country is to take. entire convention in the next tour
Under the new reforms, many days.
.
spearheaded by the commission
Former Johnson administration
headed by McGovern himself, the cabinet member Stewart Udall
convention saw more young, more urged the group to restore the 151
minorities and more women than CaHfornia delegates, Oklahoma
ever before. Over 80 per cent of senator Fred Harris asked for
the delegates had never been to a support for his "take the rich off
convention before, and one welfare, proposal which he
person characterized the l:{athering wanted in the t>latform. Alaska
as "the face of America."
.senator Mike Gravel asked for
During those four days, the supt>ort for his candidacy for the
aSsembled multitude conducted a v i c e - p r e s i d e nt i a 1 s p o t .
bitter floor fight <:>ver the Representatives on both sides of
California delegation, ousted the disputed Illinois 59 delegates
Mayor Rielhard Daley and his came to push their side of the
delegation, adopted a fairly liberal story, A spokeswoman for the
platform, chose George McGovern National Welfare Rights
for their presidential candidate, Organization urged passage of the
and certified his choice, Thomas plank to guarantee a $6500
Eagleton of Missouri, as his annual iMome. And spokesmen
running mate, The following. is for gay 1'ights came to plea their
one reporter's view of the case urgiku passage of a plank to
proeleedings.
guarantee the rights of
Road to Miami
homosexuals. 'But even with all of
New Mexico's June 6th theSe interests represented, it was
presidential primary awarded 10 only a glimpse of the many
of its 18 detegates to McGovern, decisions that would have to be
the other eight going to Gov. made at the convention.
George Wallace. On June 21 the
As the convention opened the
Democratic state convention met big questicm was: Will McGo"lfern's
to select the 18 delegates and 18 forces be able to regain the 151

California delegates that the
credentials committee had
stripped from him the week
before? The argument then had
been that the winner-take-all
primary had denied representation
to persons who had voted for the
other candidates. The McGovern
forces contended, however, that
while they did not think the
California laws were right in
preventing proportional
representation, all candidates had
run under that law and the rule
should not be changed after the
game had been played.
If McGovern could regain those
151 delegates, he would have
more than enough votes for a first
ballot nomination. If he could not
regain the delegates, not only
might he fall short of a first ballot
victory, but it would be a serious
blow to the McGovern strength
that had been steamrolling since
June 6. Humphrey; Muskie,
Wallace, Chisolm, Jackson, and all
other candidates joined forces to
stop McGovern. But by a vote of
1,618 to 1,238, the convention
voted to overrule the Credentials
·committee, and virtually assured
McGovern of the nomination.
New Mexico voted 10-yes
(McGovern delegates), . 8·no
(Wallace delegates).
Earlier, the McGovern forces
strategically lost a fight over the
South Carolina delegation, which
involved the seating of more
women. Following the California
vote, the convention voted to oust
Chicago Mayor Richard Daley's
delegation, in what some analysts
saw as partial revenge for 1968.
New Mexico also voted 10-yes~
8·no on this. But both of these
developments were overshadowed
by the California issue, which
made Monday night, and not.
Wednesday night (Presidential
nominating night) the highpoint
ot the convention. The next day
both Humphrey and Muskie
dropped out of the race,
· Tuesday night became the
longest session in political

convention history, going from 7
p.m. to 6:25 a.m. the next
morning. During those iong houts,
the convention argued on the
party platform. The convention
heard Go\1: Wallace urge passage
of several minority report planks
(amo~g them anti-busing,
restoration of the death penalty,
election of federal judges, a more
cons.ervative foreign policy
statement and no laws against
small handguns), and after
politely listening, rejected them
all by voice vote.
·Among the Wallace proposals
was a constitutional amendment
to permit prayer in the public
schools, a position proposed in a
speech by New Mexico Wallace
delegate Gene Gonzales. of
Continental Divide. The
convention voted it down.
Two issues in· the platform
received a roll call vote. On the
proposal for a $6500 guaranteed
annual income, New Mexico voted
three yes, 15•no. The convention
also voted it down. The other
issue was more liberalized
abortion laws, and New Mexico's
vote was 3·yes1 11·no, and 4
abstaining. That .also was voted
down. The gay rights plank also
failed.
Among the planks that passed
the convention was the complete
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
Vietnam, a plank on jobs, prices,
and taxes which is compatible
with McGovern's plans for
rechanneling the emphasis on
defense spending to dome11tic
spending. And in the wee hours ot
the morning, the convention
passed a plank with special
significance to New Mexico, and
other areas of the west: the retum
of ••federal surplus lands to
American Indians on a first
priority basis,"
Wednesday passed with most
delegates. deeping into the
afternoon, trying to recover from
the _previous session. That evening
1, 728 delegates cast their votes
for George McGovern giving him

his long sought chance to face
Richard NiXon this fall. The
nomination was no surprise, but
as the Illinois delegation cast its
119 votes which put McGovern
over the top, a wild, jubilant
scream and accompanying
demonstration of joy hit the
convention Ooor. The moment so
many had worked so hard for, qad
finally arrived.
Vote totals for the other
candidates were: Sen. Henry
Jackson 525; Gov. George
Wallace, 381; Rep. Shirley
Chisolm, 152. New Mexico, as
expected, cast 10 votes for
McGovern, 8 for Wallace.
It was late afternoon before
Sen. McGovern's choice for
Vice-President was
announced-Sen. Thomas
Eagletoll of Missouri, a man who
shares almost identica~ political
philosophy as McGovern. The
announcement disheartened many
McGovern supporters who had
hoped a woman or a minority
would be nicked. Soon after the
announcement, a move to
nominate Frances Farenthold,
unsuccessful Texas gubernatorial
candidat~ was underway.
As far as a minority candidate,
both New Mexico's Lt. Gov.
Roberto Mondragon and Sen.
Joseph Montoya had been
mentioned. 11 La Raza,'' a Chicano
grt>up 1 had been moving to
seriously nominate Mondragon for
the number two spot, but on
Thursday afternoon, Mondragon
got a call from McGovern s.sking
him to second Eagleton's
nomination. Mondragon agreed,
and tnet with McGovern at 6:30
p.m. Thursday evening.
Mondragon's speech, seen on
nationwide television, during
prime time began in Spanish, and
drew the cheers of a group of
California delegates who
repeatedly cheered, "Que Viva
Mondragon," following the
lieutenant governor's speech. One
delegate held a sign reading,
(Continued

on page 4)
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Last yell!', undergrad\lates voted
By Carolyn Babb
AGAINST compuJsory student
fees-but simultaneo1,1sly voted
FOR persons known to advocate
Q. How much did that billboard at the comer of Girard
compulsory fees! This revealed
and
Central cost student gov..:lrnment? W.R.
their ignorance of a most
The new student orientation sign cost about $145-150,
elementary principle of logic:
eithet·Ol'. The New Mexico public said John Bakas, coordinator of orientation and advisement.
schools and UNM have failed to It should be coming down soon.
tench students that contradictions
Q. When will the movie "Patton" be shown again in
cannot exist in reality. A
Albuquerque?
F.A.
contradiction is evidence that one
A.
Commonwealth
Theatres office said there hasn•t been a
holds at least one false premise.
What is to p!'event these future booking of the film since· November so that there probably
voters and political leaders from won't be another showing until fall. Check with
following the example of their
parents, who are products of the Commonwealth in September and they might have more
same educational system? Their definite information on the return of "Patton."
parents also (1) vote FOR
Q. Why doesn't the city get rid of th~_s!OP. sitm at the

A:

DESTRUCTION . of freedom in
PRACTICE, As a consequence of
their attempts to legislate
contradictions, they inevitably
discover that ( 3) to protect their
rights, they must therefore
BREAK laws (draft and income
tax evasion).
The GSA July Newsletter
proposes a constitutional
amendment to empower GSA to
levy on every UNM graduate
student a non-refundable fee of
$9/semester. Additional years at
UNM. apparently do not improve
11tudent awareness of
contradictions. When a person
enrolls as a graduate student, he
enters a voluntary l!ontract with
UNM. Judging by the programs it
subsidizes, GSA must be run by a
coalition of ideological minorities
who want to muscle in on this
voluntary contract. They want a
piece of the action.
GSA is a self-styled spokesman
for graduate studE!nts. It
CANNOT represent any student
who does not attend its meetings,
vote at its elections, contribute
VOLUNTARILY to its treasury,
or agree with it. Therefore, UNM
cannot justly recognize GSA as a
spokesman for anyone except its
participating members.
GSA's proposed amendment
would turn UNM into a "closed
shop'' for graduate. students, just
as ASUNM runs a closed shop for
undergraduates. BY LAW only
GSA "union" members would be
permitted to be enrolled as UNM
graduate students,
This is extortion: no payola for
GSA, no graduat-a election. For
GSA to force this false choice on
every present and prospective
graduate student would violate
their rights to ptopetty and to
voluntary association, Even if
ALL graduate students except
ONE voted for the amendment,
the rnajotity would NOT have the
moral 'righl; to force the lone
dissenter to. pay the fee. The best
example of unllmited majority
rule Is a lynch mob, THER IS NO
SUCH THING AS THE RIGHT
TO VIOLATE A RlGHT; this
would be a contradiction. Those
subsidized by GSA no doubt
Page 2

.;.;;;...-..,,- Jli#..&-l:.J.. -a l;)kanJ!.,;.,., N.D.? r6 <loom• ui:l.P;ly ....,).,;_
since there is no longer an intersection there. but only a sharp
curve. S.M.
A. Andy Price of the city's Traffic Engineering office said
his office should have been notified when construction in
that area was finished ill order to reevaluate the situation. He
said he would go out and look the area over and sign it
accordingly.
Q. Someone told me that you could get something called
a "divorce kit" here in New Mexico for people who were
wanting to get a'divorce. Where can I get one? L.H.
A. You can't get. one here in New Mexico. Edna
Ma$carenas, a jury clerk in the District Court Clerk's office,
said she knew nothing of such kits in New Mexico. The
clerk•s office advises people who want divorces to go to an
attorney.
Q. Will anything at the University be open after summer
school ends August 4? A.K.P.
A. Yes, a lot of things will be open. The student
government office, Student Health Center, International
Center, Women's Center1 Cultural Awareness Center, Chicano
Studies Program, Native American Studies Program and
D-Drug will be open at the same hours. The Child Day Care
Center, Art Museum and Dental Clinic will be closed until
Fall semester.
Hours for the Union and Johnson Gym have not yet been
determined. Zimmerman Library and Parish Memorial
Library will be open Aug, 5 to Aug. 25, Mon.-Fri. 8-5 p.m.,
Saturday 9-1 p.m. and closed Sunday. The Fine Arts Library
will be open Mon.-Thurs. 8-10 p.m., Fri. 9·5 p.m., Sat. 8·1
p.m. and Sun. 1~5 p.m. Agora will be open but might close
from 2·8 a.m.

claim to advocate minority rights.
The smallest minority .is ONE
INDIVIDUAL.
UNM has abdicated its
responsibility for p>:otecting the
!ights c>f those. in its charge-and
tts even GREATER i'esponsibility
for teaching students to THINK
so they can protect their OWN
rights: (This requires, first of all,
knowmg WHAT man's rights are,
and WHY he has them). UNM
should forbid the demands of
some students to extort money
frot:n othe.r students-not
implement those demands! At
present, UNM functions as
ASUNM's cat's·paw, collecting
compulsory undergraduate fees
and. handing them ovE!r to
ASUNM. Without UNM mu~cle,
no . student group could thus
violate the rights of other

students.
Anyone who wishes to
contribute VOLUNTARILY to
GSA may, and may try to
persuade others to do the
same-but has no right to try to
force them. Personally, I do not
care to suppo~t an organization
that attempts legalized looting,
and I urge every graduate student
who respects the right of his
fellows to decide FOR
THEMSELVES what de$erves
their support, to vote against the
amendment next fall.
GSA, like the Community
Chest,. might ask for voluntary
contributions earmarked. for
favorite groups by donors. It GSA
protE!sts that this would net them
much less money than
compulsory fees would-'!'HAT IS
(please turn to page S)

Eric McCrossen~president of the Albuquerque Press Club
and occasional instructor at the UNM Department of ·
Journalism~went off the deep end last Sunday in his column
·
in the Albuquerque Journal.
In that said column, McCrossen selected Larry
Rottman-the weB-known local spokesman for Vietnam
Veterans Against the War-as a diving board for jumping into
a lengthy tirade on 1'the shortcomings of television."
Apparently, Rottma.n f~els th~ local n:ews
media-newEJpapers and TV allke-e1ther accidentally m1ssed
or intentionally dodged an important aspect of the
Convention's business. Rottman was angered by the lack of
coverage given to a resolution that asked for delegate-support
in the case of 29 Vietnam vets who were arrested for
allegedly planning to disrupt the convention.
McCrossen takes Rottman's honest criticism ... and uses it
to support his own prejudiced opinion of TV News.
· ,
Says McCrossen, "The Democratic National Convention
emphasized one of the shm:tcomings of television-egotistical
commentators who love to hear themselves expound on
whatnot to the exasperation of viewers who are more
interested in the proceedings than inane interpretation about
what it all means.''
·
(It's interesting that McCrossen-of all people-would
charge TV newsmen with "inane interpretation about what it
all mean.s." The same man is the Journal's ace
editorial-writer ... and is responsible for that paper's daily
"i.11ane interpretation" of everyday's events.)
Although every one of Albuquerque's three commercial
TV channels gave more coverage to the Democratic
Convention than did the Albuquerque Journal, McCrossen
condemns the electronic media for not doing enough.
Last Saturday, while doing a man-an-the-street feature for
TV-7 News, more than one pedestrian made the comment
that television "overdid" its Miami Beach coverage.
McCrossen not only disagrees with this public
sentiment ... but suggests that Americans prefer to wallow
in "the sounds and sights of important events."
After lashing out at television for not covering the
Vietnam vets' Thursday night resolution, McCrossen ·defends
the Journal's no-coverage by attacking the two wire services,
Associated Press and United Press International.
"It should be pointed out,tt he says, "that so far as could
be determined, neither wire service to which the Journal
subscribes even mentioned the veterans on the podium. Our
n'.lon at tho convention, Pi:aul Wi<>ck and Ed Mahi'. bOth were

busy covering the New Mexico delegation's activities.''
If the vets' resolution was important-and I believe it
was-you would think that at least one of the Journal's two
reporters would have heard about it. It's difficult to believe
two newsmen could be so inadequate as to miss the
convention's "first order of business."
Although it's true that the networks did not give live,
complete coverage to the Vietnam vets on the podium, all
three networks did inform their viewers that such a
resolution was presented~ •. and passed. And that's more
coverage than McCrossen's Albuquerque Journal saw fit to
give.
As for the occasional, informative comments that were
made by Harry Reasoner, John Chancel1or and Walter
Cronkite .•• such things were probably of greater interest to
the average viewer than how the Panama Canal Zone votes on
school bussing.
If McCrossen was annoyed by such comments, I wonder
why he bothered to follow the convention proceedings on
TV. After all, the Journal had their own reporters in
Miami .•. didn't they?

* *

(Continued from page 2)

man" that his party found it essential to balance out their

by Jim Boggio

letters. ., . The Source

lt'm'U'ilan'eo~$z;'~2f ...v~te {;;;

The News Dude . . .

The·
..
News Dude

1972 ticltet by selecting a pro-labor running-mate.
,
The recent McGovern-controlled convention voted down a
resolution to give support to the ~'theory" that women have
the right to control their own bodies. (His supp01:ters say the
repeal of archaic abortion laws "is not a political issue.")
And so McGov has emerged as the number one down
of-what must have been--The Greatest Show on Earth.
Even with the alde of Rubin· & Hoffman, the Republicans
won't top it.
>!<

* *

Even though I jokingly infeJ,Ted last week that used car
salesmen are "more truth..ful" than clergymen, two o:r three
students were unable to see the satire. .
If you'll remember, I quipped that Bo9 Huether's
LOBO-TOMY column competes ''with the advertisements"
on page 5 for popularity.
Obviously, I was joking..
Bob's a datnn good writer ... and I apologize to him for
causing last weelt's campus controversy. (I .never dre.amed my
satire would be misinterpreted as serious comment.)

McCloskey Says Nixon
Wrong In War Effo.rts
By SUSAN THORNTON
The Republican State
Convention rejected an
amendment Saturday which
would have sent a McCloskey
supporter to Miami in August to
cast New Mexico's single delegate
vote for Peter McCloskey, Senator
from California.
McCloskey attended the
Convention at Del Norte High
Sc}lool to plead his point.
He won seven percent of New
Mexico's Republican Primary
vote, and is assured one vote at
the Republican National
C6nvention, his single delegate
vote in the nation.
McCloskey wanted a supporter
to cast his delegate vote, and
"make a strong speech," giving his
reasons for bein.g a McCloskey
N'
supporter rather than a
Jxon
supporter.
Tom
Mayer
of
Santa
Fe, hoped to be McCloskey's
delegate, and Pete Duran the
alternate delegate.
·The Convention would have
had to ammend their rules to

At an informal~conference in
the cafeteria at Del Norte High
School, McCloskey said he didn't
think involvement in a land war in
Asia was wise because it would
"ex:haust our resources."
McCloskey said he thought
Intervention in another country's
affairs was justified only in order
to honor a treaty-if one country
invaded another country, to
whom we were bound by a treaty_.
He cited the Monroe Doctrine•and
'the NATO treaty as treaties to be
so honored. He said, however,
that the SEATO treaty was not a
"binding treaty." He drew a direct
parallel between the Vietnamese
situation and the situation of
America at the time of the Civil
War. He said North Vietnam has
"as much right" to reunify with
South Vietnam as the Northern
United States had to reunite with
the Southern states after the Civi\
War, and said it "was an exact
Parallel."
fl
McCloskey, 44, who lead a ri e
platoon in Korea, and is a colonel

The amendment was not
approved. McCloskey's vote will
be cast, but not by a McCloskey
supporter.
McCloskey differs with
President Nixon on the issue of
the bombing .of North Vietnam,
w h i c h M c C l 0 s k e y c a 11 e d
~~unconscionable and obscene."
He has stated that he will not
support the PresidE!nt's bid for
re-election in the fall if the
bombl.n"' is continuing then.
., who was chai~man of
McCloskey,
Young Lawyers for Nixon in
·
1960, and supported Nixon m
1968, ran a"'ainst the President in
... because of his strong
the primaries
feelings on the issue of the

government happened to be
Communist. He said, for example,
that the U.S. had not right to send
the Marines to Chile becau$E! they
had elected a Marxist President,
and similarly had no right to
jntervene in civil conflicts in other
countries.
McCloskey said further that he
did not agree with President
Nixon's method of seeking peace
at the Paris Peace talks.
McCloskey said Congress had
established t h e :reI ease of th e
POW 's as t h. eon1y cond't'
'Jon f or
·.:~ .. -t.
peace, b u t th a t the p·res!-~,,
oontinues to insist on support of
the srugon
·
government as ano th. er
condition. He said that the

Disappointment, Irritation
Stalk Santa Fe Gallery
picture space goes dead-so dead, sections of the Indian's dress, The
in fact, that the large canvase$ are utlst has also used the
basically decorator aJ:t. If any one background space as something
of them were to be placed in a more than a completely flat
room with drapes and fuJ:niture, it surface on which to place figures.
would safely · disappear in five
Although Scholder is obviously
_
indebted to the Fauves in his
minutes,
There is one exception: "Sioux choice and juxtaposition of
War Party" hru; the same, flat CQlQrs, to Picasso in his use of the
background, but because it is a combination profile-full
landscape with relatively small face-abstr<J.ctcd .portxait, and to •
figures (rather than a P,ortrait), Francis Bacon in his rendering of
the vast empty space of"the sky "faceless" -faces and much of his
becomes heavy and tangible, an expressionist brushwork, there is a
impo:dant part of the great deal of talent here.
composition. It. is the only really Unfortunately, most of it h;
S1!Ccessf1,1l large work in the show, hidden in the large works; it
Although some of Scholder's shines through .only in the small
titllls-"Insane Warrio;r," "Sioux paintings and JithQ~<raphs. The
Ghost"-sound .promising, the best moments come in small
paintings are a disappointment, canvases.
primarily.,du.e t?Jia~ spac!lf AJt4\~...
---they are ·in'Jtatlng. Beholder has·
(AFS)-By riding/ out on the
used Francis Bacon's insane top of a tour bus, a baboon
brushw9rk and smeared facial . escaped the World of Animals
structures, but he hliS left out the compound in Mesquite, Texas,
craziness. -In· that sense, Beholder But after taking a look Mound at
is a mannerist, and his subjects are
what was going on outside, he
civilized, sane and dull.
scaled a l7·foot fence and swam a
painting by Fritz Scholder,
The small paintings and the moat to get back in.
lithographer and contemporary lithographs, however, are another
American painter of Indians. .
matter. "Santa Fe Family," an
The overall effect of Scholder's acrylic only 40 inches by 30
collection, now hanging at · the· inches, is a. real t'teat in black,
Jamison Galleries in Santa Fe, is a orange and beige. Here the artist
mixture of disappointment, has !lsed all of his picture
irritation and excitement. ·In the space-the non·figural beige areas
large paintings, which measure work with the darker figures to
about 7' x: 6', the artist fails to keep the eye moving and
integrate his figures with their interested. All parts of this canvliS
2212 Central 5.1:.
backgrounds-large flat areas of • ~~re important.
266-2338
pink, dark green or beige. All
In the best of these small
interest is focused on the faces of works, "Adobe No, 1," the
Martin Guild
the subjects, while the rest of the non·figural space is absolutely
Yamaha
essential. The eye is moved to all
comers of the canvas by the
Maditra Aria
interplay of intersecting areas of
Strlnp k Ac:maorl..
color. The overall effect is one of
genuine excitement.
Deators In
• d fr
2''
The best work in the show is
(Continue
am page '
MY WHOLE POINT-only "American Indian No. 4," a
extortion can make up the lithograph in red, white and blue,
There is humor involved and a
difference!
fine interplay between the flat,
Thomas Jefferson wrote:
"To
f · • h striped areas and the modelled
compel a man to urms
contribution of money for the

By DOROTHY MAVES
,Take a large canvas, get an
Indian for a model, add a dash of
Matisse, a pinch of Picasso and a
large helping Qf Francis B!l<:on,
and you'll have an .ongmal

letters. •

1

~~i~~!f§hE!ffr':2 . ~~[~~~~:1 ~ad~iam:~ ~nfiS}cat:r:a~.t~o~:r:s~t?o:~b!J~gnfo:!t~ ~ ~
~0 P§T[j~I-C.~IAUNr..s

bombing.

•

the fact that THIS is what the
American Revolution was all
about? If GSA itself is ignorant of
this fact, what does TinS reveal
about our educationa~ system?
Dmna Amaden
(doctoral candidate in anthropology)

·President should abide by
Congress, because Congress makes
the laws, and it is the President's
job to execute them. McCloskey
answered the obJ'ectt'on that in.
w:artime the President has special
p· n'VJ'leges Wl'th the observation
, that becaliSe the U.S. repealed the
•"!,.t_r
..,._ n.f Tonkin Resolutions it·was
no longer in a state of war.

5tl Wyoming NE
255-8282
Sundl'llli!!i!!ftc.o

·~

that dft+ darker 8S tfle SUD
gets brighter.
Sli&.

'fheyadjust by themselves
to give you just the right
a
t n·f
t t' n d
moun
· 'b'l"t -. 1prothec 10 an0
VISI
h dI I y.B .n htedsun. 0 r
s a e. ng
ay, r
.
cloudy. One pair of sunglasses for aII k1' nds of
days.

'fhey're called PHOTOSUN•Hsunglasses.Corning
makes the glass, Clnd we
can fill them to your prescription. Come In and see
what a big difference they
can make.
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Columnist Jack Anderson says that Abbie Hoffman and
Jerry Rubin are planning "to turn Miami Beach into a
yipping, cavorting carnival when the sober-sided Republicans
come to town in August."
He may be right, but neither Rubin & Hoffman nor
Barnum & .Bailey will match the act that occurred last week.
Only the Democrats-and maybe Ed Sullivan-could dream
up such slapstick comedy. Under the Big Top, all at once, the
Democratic Party brought together Wallacites, Daleyites
and....:believe it or not-the anti-racist, anti-sexist anti-war
group. While it lasted, it was hilarious.
'
The results .of :that week·long hodge-podge of opposites
was . the nommat10n of George McGovern ... a political
freak. (Obviously$ this was the only thing the circus was
capable of spawning.)
.
In the days a11d weeks to come, McGovern will juggle
baseballs, turn cartwheels and do whatever else is necessary
to gain the favors of both Jesse Jackson and Mayor
Daley . ·.• of both Julian Bond and Lester Maddo:k ... of
both Sh:trley Chisholm and Sam Yorty.
Impossible you say?
I doubt it .•. and so does the DemocraticParty.
· Although he calls himself an "anti-war candidate " the
South Dakota Democrat supported the war through ·
Johnson's ~ix-year tenure in the .Whi~ House.._ (Lest we
forget, LBo~ also ran for the Prestdency as an end-the-war
candidate.)
Furthermore, McGovern has been so hostile to the "little
(pfeasc turn to page 3)
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A New

DYNAMIC DUO-Don Martinez plays with bag of candies,
while Steve Cobble (left) of Las Cruces looks a:Stute.

NEW MEXICO'S BANNER joins in a salute to George
McGovern as he prepares to begin his acceptance address.
. . . "'
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A party celebrating Columbian
Independence Day will be held
July 20, 7 p.m.
Chuck Co_n_n-or-s-,-o-:f:-::Rifleman
fame, batted only .238 in 302
major league at bats-a "paw"
showing.
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Lecture Under The Stars
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July 20
anel Discl:Jssion on "Open Education'
Chaired by Dr. David Darling,
irman Department ,of Elementa
Education
July 24
,Speaker: Dr. J. J. Brody, Curator
Maxwell Museum
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Mexico delegation split on most
il;su(!s that came up for a vote.
Almost all states, the majority '
of New Meltico'li delegation
included, called for a boycott of
non-union lettuce; . in support of
the United Far.m Workers.
Yet while· the delegates· took
their work seriously, not
everything was sober. On the last
evenin.g~,
there were
vice-presiqenti~l votes cast for
many various persons, among
tl\em; Jtoger Mudd, Jerry Rubin,
Phil and Dan Berrigan;· Ralph
Nader, AI Lowenstein, Martha
Mitchell, Eleanor McGovern, and
e•1en Joe Smith of So\lt·h BhAff~
Nebraska.
The Youth caucas met three
times, but only agreed not to
endorse a presidential candidate.
Delegate Frank Fine, unnerved by
the lack of cooperation at the
caucases, renamed it "the kiddie
caucas."
Members of the Marijuana
Initiative were actively lobbying
delegates and non-delegates for
their cause. Some might call a few
of their tactics, for example, free
samples, a little extreme.
·As the qonvention ended,
however, one felt that a great deal
had been accomplished in those
four short days. Months of hard
campaigning lay ahead for
· McGovern and his supporters, but
the hard job of securing the
11omination was finally over.
One wonders how it happened,
and J'urther if anything like it will
ever happen again. Pcrhap:;,
though, it is only a beginning,
only a start in realizing how far
we all can go if we only will work
together.
A few hours after McGovern
had successfully secured the
nomination a group were relaxing
on the hotel patio, casually
talking. One person summed it up
best: "Win or lose in November, it
is the beginning of a new era."

(<:ontinued from page l)
"Mondragon, VP in 1976."
Mondragon said that this
country "cannot afford ;:mother
four years of Richard Nix:on."
Afterwards, he said that his talk
with McGovern made him J;eel
that McGovern "will be the best
President this country ever had,"
adding that McGovern understood
the problems of the minority
groups and would truly act to
alleviate their problems.
In the voting for vice:president,
New Mexico joined many other
states in casting a somewhat
symbolic vote. Six votes went to
Eagleton, one to Farenthold, one
to Gravel, seven to conservative
black Clay Smothers (cast by
Wallace delegates), and three to
United Farm Workers leader
Ceasar Chave:z.
1,
Mondragon picked up 11 votes
for Veep, 7 from Colorado, 3
from California, and one from
Idaho. Sen, Montoya got 9 votes,
6 from Arizona, 2 from Texas and
one from Illinois. As expected,
Eagleton received a clear majority,
UNM McGOVERN DELEGATES-Fxom bottom right . and a motion to accept his
Don Martinez, Brenda Rendon (Grace Williams 'behind' nor;tination by acclamation was
'
approved.
Brenda), and Bob Sena.
Soon after Eagleton delivered
, ;;.r:P-.·· -,~····. his acceptancl! speech, followed
itt.. .,
by a dramatic appearance by Sen.
ll"
Ted Kennedy who fully supported
'
McGovern. McGovern then came
forth, and was joined on the
p 1 atform by all former
presidential contenders, except
Wallace, as the convention hall
became filled with happy, jubilant
cries.
McGovern set the theme of
· • "Come. home America," r.alling
for an end to "secrecy and
deception in high places," an end
to "a conflict in Indochina which
maims our ideals, as well as our
soldiers," and an end to "military
spending so wasteful that it
weakens our nation." He
concluded, "May God grant us the
wisdom to cherish this good land
and to meet the great challenge
that beckons us home."
With that. th~> benediction. and
a.
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MONDRAGON SPEAKS~Lt, Gov. Roberto Mondragon
seconds McGovern's choice for V.P., Sen. Thomas Eagleton
of Missouri. On right, a member of the California delegation
makes a prediction during Mondragon's speech.

Blood Donations Needed
Blood donations are urgenly
needed for r,.,ynn Goad.
On .the Fourth of July she was
admitted to Presbyterian Hospital,
where she was operated on in an
unsuccessful attempt to save the
life of her unborn child. An
infection set in which blocked the
ability of her blood to clot, and
she used 50 pints o: blood for
which she will be charged in
addition to her other expenses,
unless people donnte blood in her
name.
She has been in the IntellSive
Care Unit c;!Ver since, with a
number of otller complications:

her kidneys stopped functioning,
and she has been kept alive with
an expensive kidney machine;
bleeding developed through her
eyes and ears; a cold sore has
spread over half her face, and may
be developing into sleeping
sickness; she has had a
temperature of 106 degrees,
Her husband asks that blood or
mone;Y" donations be made at 318
Elm SE, in the name of Lynn
Goad.

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CAIIOCHOXS
[IACETED STO;o.;'ES, ~11:-.:~:RALS
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Libertarian
The Libertarian Party of New
Mexico, an affiliate of the

328 SA:>; l'll.ll'E XW

247·2r,J1!

.A'hioi'ii>Anc LJ'borbl1'1an· ·JT...-fy, will

Chairman Larry O'Brien, the gavel
came down, and the 36th
Q uadrenniel Democratic
convention came to a close.

BUSY DELEGATES-John Sopka of Las Vegas converses
An Analysis
on phone, while Theresa Connaughton of Las Cruces and
In retrospect, one wonders how
UNM student Frank Fine look at platform.
the political workings of a majot

,

.
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Lloyd
Covens

-PEACEFUL DISSENT-A group of anti-war protestors
hold rally outside of the Playboy Plaza on first day of
convention. No incidents or

hold Its first atatc con<entioll at
t.he Western Skies· Motor Hotel,
July 22 beginning with an
informal breakfast at 7 a.m. and
continuing all day •
The Libertarian Party is
concerned with protection of
individual rights. All interested
persons ate invited. For further
information, call temporary state
chairman Diana Amsden at 4241,
ext. 43 or at 255-1896. Amsden is
employed by the UNM library and
is a graduate student in

Tom Goyer's~

DUKE CI~tYo )
CLEANERS_.;\/
20% drycleaning discoun
to Students and Faculty
Free Bonus cards
2219 Lead S.E.
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Poetry
Poet Stan Renfro will read his
poetry at 7:30 p.m. July 18 in
Bandelier East. The reading is
sponsored by Amistad.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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The hit musical comedy that launched
Carol Burnett to Stardom
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Once Upon a Mattress
July 21, 22 - 8:15 PM
Tickets $4.00, $3.50; $3.00
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Student Discount $1.00 off
Baylor Slip·lhn!
bracelet closure,
17jewel $49.95
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American party could go through
such an all-encompassing change.
Finally the rhetoric had been
stopped, and people began
communicating and seriously
proposing new alternatives for the
direction of the nation.
Finally, people were willing to
take a stand, and much of the
break-up now seen in the party
was not so much over the
McGovern nomination, but over
the fact that he was unwilling to
compromise his position to the
point of appeasing the Wallace
and Jackson forces who sought to
moderate the party platform to a
meaningless text.
On the last night of the
convention the delegates voted
overwhelmingly to condemn the
-~It Justice deparmtent for
"harassment and abuse of the
grand jury" system in relation to
the Vietnam Veterans Agaitlst the
War.
On convention eve, the FBI
~---·
"'
issued subpeonas to many
members of the VVAW, charging
them with conspiraC'J to disrupt
WOMAN V.P.-Gloria Steitiem (left) announces plans for the Republican convention. The
nominating Frances "Sissy" Farenthold (right) for V.P. same forces within the justice
following Eagleton announcement.
department that created the
Kissinger kidnap conspiracy, once
again were at work, preventing the
VV A W from attending the
convention, and stifling dissent.
Outside the convention halls,
there were protests, but no
confrontations, 1'-0 injuries and no
mass arrests. The right to dissent
was respected, and restraint was
practiced on all sides. The site of
2841 SAN MATEO N.E.
Flamingo Park, four blocks from
Co nverttion hall had been
WEARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE
pro.vided for any non-delegates
APPOINTMENT OF
wishing to stay there. But the
demonstrators were not merely
accomodated and isolated, but
REA!. ESTATE CONSULTANT
were allowed to fully practice
their dissent.
A Former Professor at UNM
Throughout the comrention,
Lou understands your housing
the New Mexico Wallace delegates
problems in the.University
backed their man, and while there
was no outright hostility-the
Community. 266·5824
ideological difference between the
Res. 299-8375
two Georges, kept the New
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'Clowns': Fellini' s Most Elegant Flick

~

By SCOTT BEAVEN
became, in other words, a
"The Clowns" (Guild Theatre) hypocrite. "Satydcon"-:-whatever
opened in New York to rave its cinematic beauty-is an erotic
reviews from the critics, most of and violent tour through the
whom termed it the best Fellini net4er regions of the Catholic
film since '' Blh." Well, it isn't. It is consciousness tbat turns into a
the best Fellini film since ''Le grade school warning against vice. •
Notte di Cabiria," made six years "Juliet of the Spirits" wasn't
before "8¥.1," before "La Dolce much of anything-a lot of garish
Vita," before "Satyricon," before colors and Guiliette Masina's
"Juliet of the S:pirts."
disturbed but dull psyche. Miss
l n recent yelil's, Fellini h!!S Masin a is such a rotten actress she
promoted his films with a series of could play Cartie Nation and
nauseating interviews which render her dull as dishwater.
stressed the omnipotence of
Fellini goes horne in "The
youth while heralding his desire to Clowns," the only horne he has
make movies for them, He has · ever had-the circus. ''The circus
always described himself e.s a is congenial to me," he says.
showman but the recent films "Despite .obvious creakings with
were much show and little regard to the contemporary
rna n -in co 1d b lo ode d ly world, the circus has not become
attern:pting to corne~;. the youth outdated." Unfortunately, he is
market (and he has done it) he wrong, but the circus he brings us
became a kind of trippy, in "The Clowns" will never date
winged·out Cecil B. DeMille; he and in that ;respect he is .right,
This circus is cinematic, although
the movie may seem with cursory
examination to be no more tha~
Monday Night
filmed routines. Fellini's art is so
refined in "The Clowns" that it
A.t
becomes artlessly elegant;
absolutely everything that
The Quarters Lounge
happens is staged solely for the •
camera but with such subtlety the
Spaghetti Dinn;er
camara stops existing, even when
with
it's shoved in your face and you
see Fell(ni filming interviews.
Sausage or Meatballs
One way of viewing the clown
Salad, Garlic Bread
has become an insidious
$1.50
contemporary cliche. Ever since
Watteau's painting of "Gilles," he
4-9PM
has been seen as an essentially
tragic fig11re hiding his sorrow and
Goblet of wine 50¢
giving love to others. He has
905 Yale SE
become a Pollyanna with a
painted facc: 1 a little Mary

$12
In,clude.s: .~omplete disassembly
Cleaning & Repacking all ball bearings
Adjust Brakes & Derailers

the far outside
BICYCLES & REPAIRS
~55-3777

2216 Central S.E.

By Bob Huether

give it back to us and I bless him
for it.

* * *

On the otheJ' hand. The Mall
cinema is showing a hemi demi
semi movie known as "The War
Between Men and Women," that
is everything I'm glad "The
Clowns" is not. Hemi derni semi
because it is a little of everything
and a lot of nothing. There is half
a performance by Jack Lemmon,
trying to be James Thurber but
corning off as W. C. Fields, there
is a ,itile comedy, a little drama, a
lot of tasteless crassness and a
structureless plot set in motion by
a director of monumental
ineptitude-a zero. l;Jarbara Harris
gives a complete and beautiful

performance, but something still
goes into zero zero times and the
product is still nothing.
One example should suffice:
some heartbreaking photos of war
casualties are shown as Lemmon
cutely says "Amazing what you
can do with an instamatic." It's
not that war is not
funny-anything, treated
correctly, is. The violence of "The
Clowns" is hysterical but it is
generalized, it includes all men in
all nlaces at all times. This film
particularizes everything.
Laughing at a particular victim of
a particular war and not at the
human foibles that create all wars
is not humor and neither is "The
War Between Men and Women."

'NoSh·owWe Can't Do'

Service Special
...

Sunshine with a bag of tricks. He
has become a bore. Fellini sees the
tragedy but never dwells on it,
never allows the film to become
sentimental. It is a peculiarly
touching document and a hopeful
one, Fellini didri't convince me
that the clown will retu:m but he
did show me that his motivating
spirit has never left-it is alive in ,
Mr. Fellini, in his crew 11nd in his
subjects. Watteau's painting was
not a cliche but through endless
bowldarization at the hands of
third-rate artists was turned into
one. Fellini is a first·:rate artist
with the capability of using
clicMs whilE: transcending them.
More than anything else, this film
illustrates the richness of material
to be found in dead issues if the
artist is strong enough to deal
with them on their own terms.
Fellini has fabricated a rococco
film and it is a pleasure after his
recent baroque excesses. Someone
~mce told me the following riddle:
What is :1 paisley pattern? Answer:
A collection of baroque
spermatazooa. I am happy to say
that that particular description no
longer applies to one of our
greatest filmmakers. In the midst
of our current cataclysm, "The
Clowns" moves slowly, serenely
and with great elegance,
reminding us of what we once
wefe and of what we once
enjoyl!d before the world was
darkened by Viet Nam and that
ga uchede we refer to in our
infinite compassion as a president.
It reminds us of a time when we
could laugh at a clown's violence
because we didn't think we would
face the real article on the way
out of the theatre. In the main,
we have lost that capacity, have
had it torn out, Fellini tries to

The drama addition to the Fine
Arts Center at UNM will be a
<!Omplete dumatic facility
ulh::>wing for

ulmoat unlimited

production oppQrtunities and
learning situations.
The $2,355,000 addition is
scheduled for completion in late
fall of 1973. Construction crews
are now at work on this last phase
of the Fine Arts Center. It is being
added to the southwest side of the
existing complex.
Nadene Blackburn, professor of
theater arts and assistant dean of
the College of Fine Arts, said, "I
can't think of a show we couldn't
do in the new theater."
This new Rodey Theatre will

WANTED
• Persons concerned with helping people with problems
related to drug use
• People able to experience something of themselves
and others in human condition
• People who want to learn about the psychosocial
factors of drug use in the American culture
• People with the ambition to actualize their concerns
and interests through training
• People with the patience and continuing care to
volunteer 4 hours of their time a week at:
THE CHEMICAL CULTURE CENTER
The Chemical Culture Center will provide the University and
Albuquerque Communities with the following services:
I. Accurate and scientific information on drugs
2. Trained peer counselors willing to listen and talk
about rroblems in living connected with drug use
3. Referra
drug rehabilitation programs
4. Mail-in-forms and dropbox for the chemical analysis
of street drugs
A FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
AND THE ORGANIZATION OF TRAINING GROUPS
WILL BEGIN ON THURSDAY; JULLY 20TB: AT
7:00 PM IN ROOM 102 OF THE BUSINESS AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES BUILDING. THt
ONLY REQUIREMENT TO BE A VOLUNTEER AT
THE CHEMICAL CULTURE CENTER IS TO PASS
TRAINING AND SCREENING. ALL INTERESTED
ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND THIS MEETING. TONIGHT ROOM 102, B&AS, 7:00PM

seat approximately 450. Among
its features will be traditional
proscenium seating and a thrust

stage and moveable seats allowing

for theater·in·the·round.
Another part of the
51,500-gross-square·foot drama
addition is the experimental
theater or "black box," Blackburn
said.
This room, about 68 feet bt 47
feet, "will offer for the first time
an adequate place for student
productions," she said.
"In drama, students need to
view their own productions to see
the association between what goes
on on stage and the audience to
tell if they really have a
production," Blackburn said.
The "black box," not unlike a
large television studio, will have
lighting positions over the entire
ceiling and will be "completely
flexible for any type of
production," she said.
There will be no fixed seating.
For ,;black box" productions
folding chairs could be brought in
and arranged in any fashion or the
audience could sit on the floor,
she explained.
Blackburn added that students
will be able to work with all types
of media in the experimental
theater. Thill theater also wlll be
ideal for dance programs directed
by hltzabeth Waters.
The addition's scene shop will
offer several facilities not
currently available. There will be
an area for metal work and work
with plastics in designing and
building sets, Blackburn said.

With these capabilities students
no longer will need to have parts
of sets welded together at metal
ahope o\ltaldet tho un1vo~•lt:y ar<>a,
she explained.
,
This area will have special
ventnation so students can paint
sets and backdrops inside without
worrying about chemical fumes,
Blackburn added.
There will be a 44·foot wide
paint frame to hang backdrops
which are being made. With this
paint frame, backdrops won't
have to be laid out over the floor,
taking up valuable space, oJ'
outside, where they could be
damaged. This scene shop also will
accommodate Popejoy Hall.
There also will be a full
c011tume shop featuring dye baths
to racilitate making costumes.
Also in this area there will be a
drying closet to hang completed
backdrops, Blackburn said.
With these and other new items
drama students won't be as
physically taxed in simply
mounting shows, she said.
This drama addition also will
include a dance studio, dressing
and rehearsal rooms and 13
faculty o;;ffi;;;.lce~s·;__ __
Yoga
Acharya Yatiishvarananda
Avadhuta, an exponent of Tantric
Yoga, will be in New Mexico from
July 18 until July 21 for the
Ananda Marga Yoga Society. He
will present dialogues July 18 and
19 in the education building,
room 207, from 3:00 until 5:30
p.m. Anyone may attend.

11

Karen Abraham has been
tippomted to tho new pu~ltlon' or
associate dean of students at the
University of New Mexico.
A braham, who has been
assistant dean of students, will be
responsible for enhan!ling and
stimulating student involvement
in all university activities.
Tom Hogg III, formerly a
graduate assistant in the student
activities center, will become
Abraham's new !ull·time assistant.
Abraham has received three
degrees from UNM including a
doctorate in education in 1971
and a master of arts degree in
guidance and counseling in 1968.
She held the position of
assistant dean from September,
1970, until July 1 when her new
appointment became effective.
The holder of a National
Defe,nse fellowship from
1967·1970, Abraham also has
been selected for the 1972 edition
of ''Outstanding Young Women of
America.''
Abraham's new appointment
will involve the intensification of
her activities and programs as the
assistant dean.
"The ultimate goal of the
Student Activities Center," she
said, "is to provide assistance to
student organizations in any area
where they need. help;. always to
be at the disposal of students; to
initiate programs in conjunction
with student organizations; to

blocks N.W.
242·40,86

Tom W. Thompson
400 San Felipe--Old Town
Thursday, July 20,1972
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Pizza

obtain a wider range o£ univenity
sportaorcd actlvitlc•; And to get
students on this campus more
closely involved in campus life.'
Hogg graduated in 1971 from
UNM. He was active in student
activities and government.
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The
Advent Loudspealc.er
''By all the accepted standards of evaluation ...
the Advents are aa accurate reproducers of sound as any
top-line system we have heard."
THE STEREOPHILE*

(across from
Open 10-1 0
10-5
1·5

242-8413

==::;;;;;

Johnson Gym)
weekdays
Saturday
Sunday

IO,.o off on Hardbacks
applies to everybody

No Sales Tax

Fi•b Net
6d5reet

Decotative Luau Kits
plus. a large assortment of
cork and gloss iloots;
shells and starflsh

"One co·Jld say that at twice the price the Advent
speaker would be a. good value, but a.t $11 GJt is a

bargain.H

AUDIO

FREE DELIVERY

.Books and Periodicals

I~E

What they're saying

2004 Central SE

~The lows, ... remained strong and clean all the
way down to 2.0 ~z with very low distortion ••.. Without a doubt, the Advent is one of the smoothest and
widest·range speaker systems we have had the pleasure
of testing.•..
"The tone-burst response was excellent throughout, ranking With the best we have seen from any
speaker.•••
"'Tl_le extreme low-bass reproduction, which is one
of the most expensive characteristics to build into a
speaker system, sets the Advent speaker apart from
anything else in its price class. In this respect-it can
only be compared to the best acoustic·suspension
speakers selling for twice its price - or more."
STEREO REVIEW
''The shape of the curve above 6 kHz corresponds
almost exactly to the calibration curve of our microphone, which indicates that the true response of the
speaker is virtually flat to well beyond 15 kHz.
"The low·frequency performance of the speaker
,
system is even more impressive than its high end.
The flat, extended response to below the lowest audible
frequencies is genuine, not the result of added dis tor:..
tion products1which can make an inferior speaker seem
better than it really is.
ELECTRONICS WORLD
(Julian D. Hirsch)

lhe Loudspeaker -$120, Utility Mogel-$105

The Smaller Loudspeaker-$72

Luau Supplies
Soap Balls

Shop

(Hungarian, Dutch,lndonesian,
French, Getman, and othets ..•)
lunch 1·1 :3o·2:3o dinner 5:3o·g:3o
2

CASA
---- LUNA

Raske

famous international dishes

413 Romero St.·N.W.
of Old Town Pjaza

for an A-bomb test site!" I went
Oil politely,
"Now, son," the man said
sle~wly, "This place ain't for you,
This is for them Eastern dudes
with lots of money. Besides, this
place is loaded with
chru:m ••. Soqtnwe11t charm.''
I looked outside at the
hastily-erected street signs. They
read "Avenida de Ia :Coliflor
Grapo" and Calle de la Camello
Barato.''
"See," the man said proudly,
"Real Spanish street names. We
really keep with the Southwestern
culture.''
MODEL TO REALITY:
"Yeah," I said, "But who wants Nadene Blackburn, assistant dean
to live on the "Street of the of the College of Fine Arts, and
Cheap Camel" or the "Avenue of Prof. Donald McRae, associate
the Brave Cauliflower?" Who dean, admi!e a card,board mockup
makes up these names? ·
of the new Rodey Theater being
"Oh, Roger Farnsworth, my built on campus. Construction
sister's boy. We made him work for this Fine Arts Center
1 ' Vice· President in Charge of
addition is scheduled to be
Making Up Spanish-Sounding completed in the fall of 1978.
Street Names.''
"But you just told me you keep
Brazil
with the Southwest culture. Why
didn't you hire a Chicano?"
A Brazilian folk music concert
featuring Dire De Mello will be
"What's a Chicano?"
"Never mind!" I answered with held tonight (July 20) at 8 p.m. in
disgust, and started to look at the the third floor reading lounge of
model homes depicted in artist's New Ortega Hall.
renderings upon the walls.
The free conc(!rt is sponsored
"Oh, ya noticed our model by the department of rnodern and
homes," the man said laying down classical language and the
his cigar. "We call this one "Early Latin-American Center at UNM,
Taco Bell.'' Gonna be one of our
biggest sellers. By the way, would · laying in our path.
you like a taco. We like to
''Wait!" the man yelled after
encourage our visitors to try our us, "You haven't tried out
Southwestern .food."
authentic Mexican enchiladas. We
I tried one of the tacos. First make them with corned beef,
taco I'd ever had niade with two raisins and •••
twinkies and peanut butter.
I grabbed my wife's arm and we,
bolted out the door, nearly
trip:plng over two vultures who
starved to death and were now
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JUST LIKE BROOKLYN, ONLY
WITH CACTUS •••
It was one of those rotten
Sunday afternoons, No bread to
go flying and nothing else to do,
Then my wife spotted this ad in
an Eastern newspaper my
rnother·in·law had used to stuff a
pac;:kage she had sent us.
''Lavish Hills Estates in
Beautiful Mountain Lake Pines,
New Mexico," the ad said. It
showed two attractive people on
horseback riding amongst
towering pines under a backdrop
of a sn<;~w·capped mountain.
Since I was boted just sitting
around sticking pins in rny Jim
Boggio Doll, I decided we should
make it down to Lavish Hills
Estates.
"'Mountain Lake Pines, New
Mexico wasn't on any map I could
find so I just followed the
directions in the ad and crossed
miles upon miles of burning
desert, rugged mesas and jagged
rocks. We would end up finding a
man in shirtsleeves taking down a
sign reading "Sunstroke City, New
Mexico, Population 0," and
erecting a sign stating, "Lavish
Hills Estates, New Mexico, Land
Where D.reams Come Tl:ue." I :;a.w
nothing but open, desolate land.
The only movement came from a
gopher who appeared to be dying
of thirst.
"Corne on in and have a drink,"
the sweating man in the
shirtsleeves drawled, and we
followed him to the only dwelling
in that wasteland. The man sat
down at a small folding desk and
offered us two plastic cups of
warm Pepsi.
"Who the hell would want to
live here?" I inquired with all the
reserve and tack of my New York
upbringing. "This place isn't fit
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'Richard Ill': Violent Tragedy

l'boto by Bob Teller

Kirk Thomas, Barry Payne and
Linda Lawrence star in Richard
IU. '
By GEOFFREY BLAKELEY
(Ed. note: On August 3, UNM
Theatre will open u Richard 111, u

CLASSIFIED
llatea: lOll per word, $1.00 minimum.
'l'erma: Pr.yment mus~ be made in fuU
prior w in"ertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Buildfnl!', Room
205

t)

PERSONALS

THE CHEMICAL CULTURE CENTER Is
b~hmlnfl

counselors

volunteer training of veer
'l'hursdAY. July 20 at

toni~Jht,

'; IJ.m., in room 102 of DIIBiness & Ad·

mlniHtrlltiVc Sciences. S~e diaplllY ad tbls
l81111l<!. 7/20
liELP to lCJlalizc marljuana-Profit3 !rom
eales of Acapulco Gold rollin« papem go
to Amvhoria. Acapulco Gold avllilablc at
Uncle Sam's, lll ltarVard SE. 7/20
THE CJiniSTlAN SCIENCE ORGANlZA·
'l'lON rneet3 Thundaya, Room 230 NM
Union at .. p.m., All are welcfime. 6/22

ORTHODOX BAHA'l FffiESIDES, &a1
Spruce SE, Apt. 315, 'l'huradaya, 1:30,
Call 242-UlUI, or write Box 737, 8'1103.

HERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not exaet)y a
dear lriend, but a tcrouv at people who
are teady to talk & llaten to your proP.
lvma of llvlnr. Call or ~ome (n NW Cor•
ner Meea Vtata, =·l'1·3013. Un

~~~l.f0fe:s•.tF'ut?n~ "~ Q;~
11

il!ed Jaw atudentt at the CUnJeat Law
Prottram under aupervfalon ot atalf attorney ot U:NM Law School. Call 'i/17·

or 27'1·3604 for apl)olntment.
LOST &FOUND

2913

2)

7/2'1

GLASSES, RINGS, SWEATERS, CHECK
DOCKS, BOOKS A other Uema. Mall be
c'lalmt:d at NM Union Bualn~St Oft1ce.

Aak!or Kim.

3)

SERVICES

'l'EACH~RS

directed by Gustavo Motta. It will violence?
;Motta: Anyone coming to $ee
not be a normal opening. Motta's
view of the play, as is obvious bl9od will be disappointed-!
from the following, is highly don't plan to \\Se any. It is the act
individual and extremely unusual) of hatred 1 want to examine, not
Lobo: What do you hope to do the results, Movies can examine
with your production of "Rich.ud the results better.
Lobo; And do,
IJI'?''
Motta: Which is another reason
Motta: "Richatd Ill" is the
most violent of Shakespeare's I want to do the play.
plays but it is almost never staged Shakespeare's violence bears little
that way. Usually, it becomes a relation to what we have been
star vehicle played either as a seeing. A society that avidly reads
Frankensteinian grotesque or as a everything wtitten about the
charming killer. :Sut the man is Manson Family and lovea "Straw
part of the world he mo¥es within Dogs" and "A Clockwork
as defined by the play. To Orange" is not predisposed to
understand the man it is necessary turn a blind eye to violence. It
to understand the world. Richard turns them on-the lines around
is presented with two alternatives: the box office attest to that. But
he can cop out and be murdered Shakespeare is not despairing of
or he can become the mo~t man, 0 Richard III'' has no
efficient ldller extant. He opts for Meaning with a capital M, it has
the second choice, with full no bone to pick. Both Mr.
awareness of what the choice Peckinpah and'Mr, Kubrick do-in
means. That is his tragedy. He has the first case that violence is
a brilliant mind and a sensitive necessity and in the second that
soul but lives in a world which society itself is shit. Shakespeare
accepts the mind and rejects the does not say any of these things.
soul;· when this happens, he gives This, he says, is a part of life, an
ap proa.ch to life, He also
the world what it wants.
Lobo: What about the demonstrates that the approach to
life evinced in the Richard society
is mischanneled. The play is

ADVERTISING
UN:M P.O. Dox 20
Albui)Utlrque, N.:M. 87106

By SUSAN THORNTON
A "total immersion program H
in the French and German
S> SERVICES
languages which has been used
successfully by the Armed Forces
VOLKSWAGEN REPAmS for Lealf. 1001
,, Coal SE, 2·7·2036. 7/27
Institute and the summer school
at UNM will be instituted ttt UNM
4) FOR !!ENT
this fall,
2 BEDROOM hou!W Partially !urniabed.
Ncar campll8, 265·0Z7l •...;'t;;../.;;.l_ _ __
The student will take 15 hours
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to llhare of credit in French, compressing
rent. No. 10 VarsitY )louse, 141 Columbhl
the course work of five semesters
SE. One block from UNM. 7/20
into one. The goal of the course is
5l FOR SALE
to reach a high degree or fluency
NEW RALEIGli lO·SPEED to~ $55. Call in the French language in one
256-86tl'i' in i:V<:nlns;s. 7/20
semester. A wide vadety of films,
1967 250ee MONTESA LaC,_R_O_S_S_M-oto-tapes, and slide lectures will be
crOA Raeer $30Q, 241·8686. Good Condt•
used in addition to text·book
t!on. 'l/20
NEW Italian 10-af,lctd-$'10, CaU 242-'1642 work. This crash course will be
evenlnr;a. '1/20
the "next best thing to living in a
NORWEGIAN EI.KHOUND !'"lPS. A.K.C.
foreign counteyl" Jack KoJbert,
r$ilt.ered, 247•8264! 296-8208, Thret acting chair man of the
male~, 12 weeki, '1/"toO
-~~,..

ul..

.a

aervk.e. B01t prieN fn towtl. Dutch 10•
aptedl, S95: ltaUart 'R()manu, Sllli:
Gltane~, $117. Special tbla week; Nlshlld
wonten'a aemf•Pro. U'liS: Romana racer
w/tubulars. S12&. All bikes new & fully
lnl&r,.nteed. Dfck Hallett, Rnt, 67. Med
•~•1 School. Call for hourt t 2'17~21in,
Nite: 266·218(. '7/20
1971 SUZUKI, Gold. ExceUmt condition.
$600 or btstofter. 256·9419. '1/20
19'70 :HONDA 350 SL. Clean,
good.
344·5'283 af•.er li~;.;;a.;;o'...;1.:.12;;.;''~:..-.----

rt•,..

6) EMPLOYMENT

WANTED- Wdt & o1het<

•ta\1!8. l'Jaeetnl!ntl\ aln~e 1948. Bonded.
Memb<!r NATA. SW TEACHERS'
AGENC't, 1303 Central NE. '1/21

CLERK WANTED, Malt!. MUtt~ 21. Part.
time. Sa.ve..Wa:v Lt(luor Stor~. U16 Mm..
aul NE. 255-9'11(!. 'l/27

7>

MISCELLANEOUS

l'ASS:P()RT, tmmbnaUon, ldtntllkat!on
pbotOII, Fut. lnexpetu~lve, pleuio~. N~ar
UNH. Call 265·2444 or ~otl'U! to 1'11'1
...J!!!ard NE, '7/27
'W ATERB~m PUMPING FAST-~ bout:
Cht!&P S~.oo. Call MR. CENT.tUFUGAL

SUMMEit LOBO WANT ADS tee word;
$1.00 mlnimunt. Room 205 JoumaU.nt,
HELP t Looo Atts & Media Editor Ia aplit,.
tin« Cor N.Y. Ni!ed ride !!Jr 2 adultll • 1

'tYPING done on mM elf!<!, Dluertatlorts
and the~es pre/erred. 14 Yl'll• exp, 298-

the late!t. V11ll share drlvlnr .a main
part 1lt 1!XPtnlt':!l· 243..0619,
FREE KITTENS,. 6 Wet!ka, white w/grey
apou. DKutif\U t 2G&·02'l1. 'l/20

256•2185. '1/(IJ,

• 3804. '1/27

.

treatmenta of v•olence we tend to'
forget what is most important and
that is the act of death and the
hatred tl1at creates it. If I could
point my finger at you and zap
you dead would it really make
any difference if I pulled a knife
and stabbed you? Both are
equally awful becat~se both are
products of human hatred, The
dynamic of l~illing is what must be
inve-stigated. In th~ present
ptoduction, at any rate, the
st~ggestion will prove more
disgusting than Ute reality.
L<>bo; ·A ftiend of mine once
write, in the "New Mexico
Review,'' that threatre is
dead-thank God. Thank God,
because you could finally say
what you wanted to say but only
because no one was listening.
What is your reaction to that?
Motta: For a long time when I
was a child, I wan ted to make
muffins as a living. I'm in theatre
because I don't feel it to be dead,
because I feel people are listening,
beca\lse going into a theatre tu;rns
me on. If I ever feel that no one is
out there listening, that my cast is
bored, that l'm bored-well, if
that ever happens I'll open that
muffin shop.

Immersion in Language Adopted

or bit mail
CIMsitl~!d Adverll!lin~r

1""'I'Jl:ll:D lliOYCLJIIS•. On

teeming with life-lil'e a Mahlet
symphony it seems about ~eady to
explode. But it never pul:lhes a
point. The violence within the
play's structure is not healthy; the
play's tlttitude tow~d it is. People
will die in my production but
they will not spit blood at the
audience. ln some respects,
Shakespeare is more cruel and evil
in '':Richard Ill"-that is, the
society he presents is-than·
anything in the two films 1 have
mentioned. And God knows he is
more subtle.
Lobo: What do you want from
your audience as reaction to the
violence?
Motta: Disgust, repulsion, all of
those things, When a person is
murdered. on stage, the downward
blow 1>hould ~>hock and repel. The
stage must smell of murder, It
must be, or seem, teal.
Lobo: And you don't need
blood for this?
Motta: If you play shoot-em·up
with a child and play dead, and if
you play dead long enough. the
child becomes terrifically upset.
There is no physical evidence that
you have been hurt--what scares
him is the fact that you won ~t
wake t~p. With cinematic

well-behaved • ·:·yr-old, July 21·23.z 24 at

depaytme11t of modern !lnd

classical languages said, as far as
the student who is learning the
language is concerned. The course
hal only a few openings lett, so
anyone interested in registering
for the fall semester should do so
soc>n.
Kolbert said that a major
drawback to the study of foreign
language is the heavy emphasis
most programs of instruction
place on the study of literature~
and prepatation for teaching jobs.

...............,........ ..................,.,

The student whose primary
interest i/3 not literature, or
teaching is discouraged from
studying a foreign language. This
ili too bad, Kolbert said, because
there are many jobs open in varied
fielc.bl for the individual who is
fluent in a "Second language.
He gav~ as an example the case.
of a recent UNM graduate who
studied laser beam technology and
who also spoke French. He was
offered a "very lucrative job" in
France, Kolbert said, which was
open only to someone of his
scientific training who also had
command of a second language.
Airlines are also looking for
individuals who speak a second
language to staff their foreign
offices, A good job might be
available. he continued, fo't the
language major who also had some
knowledge of the history or
geography of the country whose
language he had studied. For
example, he or she could work in
the tourist office of a major
airline.
UNM is attempting ·to remedy
the problem of the ~mphasis on
literature in the study of foreign
languages. Kolbert explained a
program is under consideration
here to offer a number of short

~
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courses, in French, each carrying
one credit) and lasting three or
four weeks, on the history~
philosophy, or political scien.::e of
France. This would add variety to
the program of French instruction
here ltll<l is an example oi the
"new teaching approaches of
increasing appeal to the student
bodyu which Kolbert said the
department is seeking. This
program would probably not be
available until the fall of 1973,
however.
Kolbert 10aid that many
students complain that languages
are generally taught in a "cultural
vacu\lm;" that one learns the
literature of. a country, but
nothing of the cultural
background for the literature. He
said be thought that UNM could
change this situation.
For example, an informal
reception was held la&t Friday in
the garden of the International
Center, 1808 Las Lomns, to
celebrate Bastille Day,.
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Student Auto
Insurance
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J. Drivers Under 25
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10 cents for each word, $1.00 minimum. Cash only.
The deadline is noon Wednesday of week of publication.
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